The 9/30/2008 ASC Level 2 Post-Processing V&V Milestone (Milestone 2843) contains functionality required by the user community for certain verification and validation tasks. These capabilities include fragment detection from CTH simulation data, fragment characterization and analysis, and fragment sorting and display operations. The capabilities were tested extensively both on sample and actual simulations. In addition, a number of stretch criteria were met including a comparison between simulated and test data, and the ability to output each fragment as an individual geometric file.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Sandia has met the requirements of the 9/30/2008 ASC Level 2 Post-Processing V&V Milestone (Milestone 2843). All functionality required by the user community is present and has been tested extensively.
Capabilities provided and/or tested by the user community for this milestone include fragment detection, characterization, display, and output while running in parallel. Also, the ability to calculate fragment plane intersections was added. In addition, a number of stretch criteria were met, including the ability to save fragment geometry and a comparison with actual test data. All SNL tasks are documented in the VandV08 Post-Processing DOE Success Stretch Criteria (WFS762662) document. All results are documented in this document (WFS762658).
MILESTONE OBJECTIVE SUCCESS CRITERIA
The Completion Criteria specified in the Milestone were to provide scalable analysis capabilities to support validation of large data with particular emphasis on comparison of simulation and test data. The project expects to deliver capability supporting specific aspects of large data analysis that will be of use to a range of customers.
From the completion criteria specified above, the following objective success criteria were developed early in the calendar year by the milestone team, consisting of David Karelitz, Dino Pavlakos, David Rogers, Ken Moreland, Tom Otahal, Lisa Ice, Jason Wilke, and Stephen Attaway. To successfully complete the milestone, the following baseline capabilities were developed and tested against example and actual datasets to the satisfaction of the customers, Stephen Attaway and Jason Wilke. 
MILESTONE OBJECTIVE STRETCH GOALS
1. Compare fragment results from a simulation to experimental data -The ability to do comparative analysis to support validation is a fundamental driver for the work associated with this milestone. Demonstrating such ability is viewed as a high priority. The milestone team intends to do everything it can to complete such a demonstration -however, due to the uncertainty associated with completion of an associated experiment in the time frame needed to meet the milestone schedule, that demonstration is included as a stretch goal, rather than part of the baseline success criteria. 2. Saving Fragment Geometry -Provide the ability to save each fragment as an STL file
ALGORITHM

Overview
The fragment detection filter takes as input an SPCTH dataset and produces three outputs. The first is an isosurface of each selected material at the specified material volume fraction. The second is a single point either at the center of mass of each fragment, or the center of the bounding box, where each point contains all the characteristics of that fragment (mass, volume, velocity, etc.) . The third output is either an axis-aligned or oriented bounding box per fragment, whichever is smaller. Due to the nature of the oriented bounding box calculation, it is only an approximation, not the absolute smallest bounding box.
Fragment identification
The vtkCTHFragmentConnectFilter works by traversing the input data set's blocks, block by block and cell by cell, within each block, searching for cells which have a material fraction that is greater than a user supplied threshold value. As cells are visited, they are marked as outside the search space, so that the search space is successively reduced with each cell visited. When a cell having material fraction greater or equal to the threshold value is found, it is used as a seed for the fragment generator. The fragment generator searches the seed cell's neighbors for cells which also have a material fraction that is greater or equal to the threshold value. If any are found, they are treated as seed cells and the process continues until no more seeds can be found. The resulting set of seed cells belong to a single fragment.
Collection phase
During the output phase, fragments, which may have geometry split across processes and within a process, are examined to determine which pieces belong to the same fragment. This is called fragment resolution. During resolution, the controlling process gathers fragment ids and computed attributes. The resolution process is based on internally generated equivalence sets that describe fragment connectivity across processes. For fragment pieces which are identified as being split across processes, attribute contributions are accumulated, and the calculations are finalized. Once the controlling process has resolved the fragments' attributes, the resolved attribute arrays are broadcast to all other processes for output dataset generation.
RESULTS
Milestone Objective Success Criteria
1a. Successful detection of all fragments from a single timestep in a simulation results file using a parallel invocation of the visualization tool
Two sets of test data were generated for this milestone. The first consisted of 4 fragments moving at a known constant velocity and was used to verify the calculation ParaView performed on each fragment. The second was generated from the CTH amr-3d-oblique example input deck and was used to test fragment detection at a larger scale. This dataset shows a hemisphere hitting a block and consists of 256 files and 182 million cells. Figure 1 below shows the results of running the fragment detection filter on the large dataset at the last timestep using 16 nodes from blackrose. The visualization is colored by fragment ID; however, due to color resolution issues, only 256 different colors are shown. Other variables present in the input file Figure 2 shows the Mass, Volume, longest, middle, and shortest dimensions (OBB Dimensions), and fragment center of mass location (Point Coordinates) for a set of fragments from the large dataset. Velocity was the only other variable present in the input file, and the volume-weighted average of this variable was computed for each fragment. Successful binning of fragments by quantities computed in 1b. The bin quantity will be referred to as the primary variable in the following items. 3.
Successful plotting of primary variable versus count 4.
Successful computation of the average value of the non-primary variables for each bin 5.
Successful plotting of primary variable versus nonprimary variable. 6.
Successful output of primary and secondary variables as well as bin count to a text file Figure 3 shows the fragments thresholded by mass such that only the 3 heaviest fragments remain, demonstrating item one above. Figure 4 shows a mass histogram of all the smaller fragments (between 1e-8 and 1e-6 grams) demonstrating items two and three above. Colored by mass Figure 6 shows the intersection of a plane and all the fragments. The top view shows the outline of each fragment while the bottom view shows all the fragments and the plane used for intersection. The fragments in the bottom view and their outlines in the top view are colored by the average velocity of the fragment. Figure  7 shows a similar figure, but using mass instead of velocity. 
Milestone Objective Stretch Goals
1.
Compare fragment results from a simulation to experimental data.
A test article ( Figure 13 ) designed to produce fragments of a given size was constructed and detonated. A one-quarter symmetry version was modeled and simulated using CTH. A comparison between the simulation and representative fragments is shown in Figure 15 , Figure 17 , and Figure 17 .
The initial simulations using the actual test-article model showed that the cylinder fragments would follow the scores in the vertical direction, but would not fracture as desired in the horizontal direction ( Figure 15 ). An additional simulation was run using deeper grooves, which did fracture as desired (Figure 18 ). The actual test data supported the first simulation as the fragments produced were vertical strips of the original cylinder. 
Provide the ability to save each fragment as an STL file
ParaView provides the ability to save all the fragments from a simulation to an STL file, one per fragment. Figure 19 shows a comparison between one of the saved fragments (top) with the same fragment from the simulation (bottom). The saved fragments are not guaranteed to be watertight manifolds and therefore present problems to downstream processes. There is ongoing work to ensure that the fragment geometry is a watertight manifold to alleviate these concerns. 
CALCULATION VERIFICATION
One of the data sets generated for this milestone consisted of 4 fragments of known mass and volume moving at a known velocity. This dataset was used to verify that the fragment calculations were being performed correctly. (1424), has successfully demonstrated to Center 6400 the fragment characterization tool they have developed. The team has shown that the fragment characterization tool meets the required goals of the milestone which include; detecting and counting fragments from a single simulation timestep, characterizing the fragment masses, determining the fragment velocity vectors and magnitudes, locating the fragments' x, y, and z positions, and tracking the fragments as they intersect a given plane. Additionally, the tool meets the stretch goal of outputting .STL files containing the fragment data that can be exported to other simulations or CAD software.
The tool has already been used effectively to harvest and sort data from applied large scale parallel computations. This data is currently being evaluated and is being used to make real-world design and operations decisions. 
